
I would like to thank Chairman Causer and this committee, for the opportunity to testify here 
today, and your effort to be here concerned about deer management. I have provided a packet 
with numbered exhibits that will correspond with my testimony. I also would like to thank 
residents that made the effort to be here today to partake in this hearing. 
My name is Randy Santucci speaking on behalf of The Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania. 

The management of our Whitetail deer resource determines economic impacts in rural settings 
like these, predicated on hunter success. That success or lack thereof, can often be tied to 
whether hunters are on public over-harvested land producing little to no enjoyment, versus 
suburban, privately managed or posted lands, which do produce higher success rates. I would 
like to define success, not only as harvesting deer, but seeing them as well. The main difference 
is private posted lands have circumvented the PGC deer program. These dynamics are why 
legislators hear differing stories from constituents .... As I previously requested from 
Representative Causer, I would like to occationally solicit a hand count from this audience 
regarding an opinion I present .... 

A House Democratic Policy Committee Public Hearing on deer management was held in 
Dubois in 2006, I have provided each representative a DVD copy of that hearing. This DVD is 
lengthy, over two hours, but I cannot request.. .. or plead ..... too strongly the importance to 
legislators here today, to make time in the evening to watch this DVD, its content is truly 
shocking, and addresses the identical issues that bring many here today. Testimony was heard 
from Center County Commissioner, Scott Conklin, sportsmen, and business owners 
passionately identifYing problems from lack of deer. The decaying aspects of this deer program 
were identified back then and continue today ....... Representative Staback expressed that such a 
vast statewide outcry was certainly credible. Rep. Hanna expressed frustration that the PGC 
would not attend the hearing, and Dan Surra spoke out strongly criticizing the game 
commission. Based on where we stand today, is it not accurate to make the statement that 
legislators and sportsmen alike were misled by this deer management program? If we ignore 
credible data now available, and continue down this road, we will certainly meet Einsteins 
definition of insanity "doing the same thing over and over again expecting a different result" 
.The Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania whom I represent here today, stands with The Eastern 
Firearms Coalition and The Allegheny County Sportsman's League. We have joined together 
committed, condemning and exposing this damaging deer management program. Collectively 
our coalition speaks for over 150 sporting and shooting clubs with over 300,000 members. 

Pennsylvania's current deer management, is arguably proving to be one of the most 
damaging programs in history enacted on the commonwealth's sporting and rural economic 
community. The extensive outcry from sportsmen, elected officials, and business owners has 
been, by in large, ignored by the PGC. The Legislative Budget and Finance study released 
November 2012 (see exhibit 1 ), recently identified a current annual potential loss to the 
commonwealth of 285 million dollars from hunters quitting since 2001, compared to the 
modest benefit of only 1.2 million per year to DCNR from sales of certified timber. 
Economically this has been a bust, and using certification to justifY charging more for 1 00+ 
year old timber that has only been under certification for 8 to 10 years seems questionable. 



SOLICIT AUDIENCE OPINION .... How many businesses are present .... how many feel 
deer reduction has significantly hurt your business revenue ... and do not. 

Unified put together a chart (exhibit 2), compounding each years lost hunter expenditure since 
200 I. Whether you use the more conservative annual sportsman expenditure from Unified, or 
the one considerably higher from the US Fish and Wildlife Service, losses equate to an 
estimated 1.8 to 3 billion dollars over the last ten years to the commonwealth. Some within the 
PGC are on record stating these losses are misleading and this money is just spent on other 
items and in other areas within the commonwealth. The ignorance of that position from 
leadership of an outdoor agency is disturbing. Businesses were closed or scaled-back, local tax 
dollars were lost and Pittman Robertson funds on sporting purchases were obviously reduced. 
Is the 80 million dollars lost to Harrisburg from closing the sports show not having any impact 
in that area? ... .ls State College not feeling the effects from NCAA sanctions from the Sandusky 
scandal? Pennsylvania has been sucker punched, and legislators need to understand who is 
doing the punching. 

This deer-reduction program, is a vision of a bio-diverse forest in a few biologist's minds eye. 
It was biased strongly and almost exclusive to forestry goals, and minimally to our hunting 
industry and the economics thereof. The points I bring here today are to show that our game 
commission and DCNR objectives have shifted away from sporting concerns to pure biology. If 
we do not address this issue today, we will end up like California that recently passed 
legislation forcing eco-based management of fish and game essentially throwing hunting and 
fishing and connected social-economic aspects to the wind. Giving environmentalists this 
control would be a nightmare for Pennsylvania. 

Pennsylvania has experienced an inordinate decline in hunting interest since 2004 (see 
exhibit 3 ) This deer program disenfranchised the license buying hunter. The unacceptable part 
of this is, as you know, hunters do the heavy lifting paying most of the freight for wildlife 
management in this state, we've lost too many before their time. Youth interest and participation 
became a particularly high casualty competing with today's technology. Deer hunting with 
adequate deer to stir excitement and adrenaline can compete with technology, but sitting in a 
tree stand all day with few to no deer sightings, or taking ones gun for a walk in a deer-less 
woods cannot. I believe it is a fair statement, we are not here today because all is good in the 
neighborhood. 

The PGC goals set to justify deer reduction were .... healthy deer, healthy habitat and reducing 
deer human conflicts, all three are arbitrary, arguable in intent, and questionable in their design. 
To substantiate that claim see (see exhibit 4) from the 2010 WMI audit of the PGC's deer 
management program, page 35. This page exhibits embryo data from The Pennsylvania Game 
Commission that at that time, was THE accepted indicator of deer health ..... A 1.5 embryo 
average per two year old adult doe, obtained by examination of road killed deer was the 
indicator of healthy deer. As you can see highlighted at the bottom of the chart, the average 
fawn to doe ratio of each WMU column from years 2000 to 2008 never went below 1.51, 
indicating by the PGC's own barometer, deer were healthy. Since this evidence came to light, 
the PGC abandoned this method of determining deer health ..... 



The accomplice in the extreme reduction of our deer herd is DCNR. DCNR is a land manager 
and should not be involved in doe allocations. A recent testimonial to that position is by your 
own committee Representative Debbie Kula's bill, dated February 20th 2013 HB870 (see 
exhibit 5) to remove utilization ofDMAP on public lands. 

I recently met with DCNR Secretary Richard Allan and staff in Harrisburg to dispute his clam 
in a letter to me stating "hunters still flock to the north central region" I was accompanied by 
Tim Homer President of Sinemahoning Sportsman's Club, Clinton County Commissioner 
Adam Coleman, retired commissioner Tom Bossart, and Jack Krafft past president of Potter 
County Visitors Assoc. A letter from Tina Johns Solak, Executive director of The Cameron 
County Chamber of Commerce supporting our position was also presented to the secretary 
(Exhibit 6). This group was highly representative and credible, as we identified the degrading 
economic and hunting circumstances from the excessive reduction of the deer herd. 
Implausibly, in a response letter to LB&F Executive Director Phil Durgan, (Exhibit 6A) DCNR 
Secretary Allan identifies that "declining deer numbers have no relation to declining hunter 
numbers" citing a study from Dr. Rosenberry from the PGC. SOLICIT AUDIENCE 
OPINION ..... How many feel the reductionn of our deer herd has caused a decline in 
hunters. 

A little history is critical to understanding how we ended up here today. 

Forest Certification is continually denied by PGC and DCNR as being behind any aspect of 
deer reduction. Coincidentally DCNR is the recipient of certification awards for the last 8 
years ... Legislators let me read an excerpt from the LB&F study and you decide. (Exhibit 7) 

0 FSC certification was contingent upon DCNR reducing the number of deer in state 
forests. 
SCS, the organization that conducted DCNR :S initial FSC certification, stipulated that one of 
the conditions of certification was to reduce the number of deer in DCNRforests. DCNR then 
worked with the PA Game Commission to create the DMAP program, which has allowed 
DCNR and other landowners to reduce the number of deer on their properties beyond PGC's 
normal permit allocation process. 

Further pressure from forestry and the biological community was made apparent on January 
9th 2000 when Dr. Susan Stout presented Testimony from The Society of American Foresters, 
Deer and Farm Committee (See Exhibit 8) She insulted and threatened the PGC Board of 
Commissioners as follows: "We have little confidence in the current board of commissioners 
because you have systematically turned down the recommendations of your professional staff 
and the recommendations of scientists, land managers and agency personnel explaining the 
damage that your decisions have caused. There is a growing consensus that you should be held 
personally and legally liable for the decisions you make on Tuesday and thereafter and their 
consequences". 



From that same testimony, foresters also urged adopting Scott Williamson's deer reduction 
recommendations from the deer management working group. (Also Exhibit 8). For those that 
do not recognize the name Scott Williamson, he Chaired the deer management working group. 
He and (WMI), was the organization awarded the 2010 contract to do the audit of the 
Pennsylvania Game Commission's deer management program ...... Does it seem appropriate or 
ethical contracting one of the original deer reduction architects to audit the PGC deer 
management program? 

Fast forward to 2010 Dr. Susan Stout was a co-author of a report ( Exhibit 9 ) identifying 
reducing deer numbers have not produced anticipated results on forest plant species. I 
Quote .... " We suggest that decreasing deer populations alone may not promote plant diversity 
in over-browsed, depauperate (stunted) forests without additional restoration strategies to 
mitigate a browse-legacy layer dominated by browse-resistant species". 
In short, reducing deer numbers has not produced the results predicted to an apprecicable level. 

Legislators our sportsmen pay the freight for most all wildlife management in the state, 
consumptive and non-consumptive alike. We are the top funding conservationists, and 
undeniably the top economic stimulating group of all wildlife shareholders. Hunting 
contributes inordinately more to the economy than birdwatching and/or animal viewing in most 
segments of our rural business sector. The recent US Fish and Wildlife Service survey 
identified, that 88% of wildlife observation, feeding, and photography happens around the 
home, (exhibit 1 0) that aspect clearly identifies why hunting, is by far, a more significant 
economic stimulator .... Sportsmen have tremendious travel expenses and spend significant 
amounts of money on equipment to participate in the sport of hunting ..... feeding Pittman 
Robertson. 

In reality the one who pays for the tickets generally walks thru the turnstile. In the real 
world, business must show results, and make no mistake, our white tail deer are big business. 
Over 80% of hunters buy their license primarily to hunt whitetail deer. Legislators, your action 
is now needed even more than it was in 2006, as the hole is now much deeper, and reining in an 
agency now identified in many circles as rogue, rests with legislative relief. In the words of 
recently retired PGC commissioner Tom Boop, in ten or twelve years our great hunting 
tradition has been all but destroyed. 



• I would like to now identify some facts identifying the PGC's radical shift from 
representing hunting interests. 

• In 200 I the doe season changed from 3 days to 2 WEEKS. This was a 400% increase of 
hunting opportunity which included 2 Saturdays. This combining of the buck and doe 
seasons was obviously implemented as a rapid deer reduction move and accomplished 
its goal. Concurrent seasons of one or two years should have immediately been followed 
with severe cuts in doe allocations to balance the reduction achieved. The elimination of 
the first five days of doe hunting from this concurrent season has now grown to 12 
management units. This backing-off of the program came from hunter disgust of no deer 
conveyed to the commissioners, and pressure from sportsmen and groups like USP. 
Stating again the 400% increase in the doe season could not sustain hunting with doe 
allocations where they were previously for a 3 day season, and in some units even more. 
This migration back toward pre-2001 management criteria should be recognized for 
what it is, a movement back to what worked and is needed. Currently Cal Dubrock and 
the deer staff of the PGC is lobbying commissioners to have the concurrent seasons 
reinstated statewide .... another testimonial to their complete disregard to the social 
economic aspects and tradition of deer hunting. Many hunters today would like the 
return ofthe traditional two week buck season followed by the doe season. SOLICIT 
AUDIENCE OPINION 

• Dr. Rosenberry head deer staff biologist is on record since 2005 identifying his doe 
allocation requests are for herd stabilization, not continued reduction. Last year Dr. 
Rosenberry requested from commissioners, a staggering 86% increase in doe allocations 
here in WMU 2G our largest unit. The PGC board of commissioners granted only half of 
Dr. Rosenberry's request, 43% or 10,000 additional doe permits for 2G, that in itself was 
still intolerable. This further supports Commissioner Tom Boop's farewell letter 
identifying deer management as entirely subjective. 

• This year WMU 2G was split into two units creating WMU 2H. The new 2G is 
approximately 70% the size of the previous 2G unit. 70% oflast years 33,000 doe 
allocations would be 23, 100 permits. The doe allocations set for the new smaller 20 
unit this year are 28,000 doe permits. This equates to an additional4,900 or 20% more 
doe permits in the new 2G when viewed from a total land mass perspective. Once again 
smoke and mirrors deer management ends up increasing doe allocations here in 20. 
SOLICIT AUDIENCE POSITION 

• Recently USP has solicited from West Virginia our neighboring state with similar 
habitat, a buck to doe ratio guideline chart identifying how many doe to harvest in 
relation to bucks to achieve a specific increase or decrease in your herd. (Exhibit 11) 
Pennsylvania's doe harvests in16 of22 management units still today falls into the 
category identified by the West Virginia parameters as rapid reduction of your herd. This 
circumstance has been this way since 2001. Is this a valid barometer of a problem in 
Pennsylvania deer management? 



• Harvest numbers remain highly refuted by sportsmen, and today's harvest determination 
is 13 times the number of deer physically checked by the agency. 25,000 deer get 
checked, 336,000 are claimed to be harvested thru their estimated formula, certainly a 
quantum leap. An independent analysis ofharvet numbers identify the relative 
impossibility of harvesting this many deer. 

• In 20 12 Executive Director Carl Roe presented results from a survey to The House 
Game and Fisheries Committee during his 2012 annual report. That survey encompassed 
questioning the general population of the state, regarding deer and deer management, 
then presented those results to your committee. This study conveniently identified that 
only 18% surveyed believed we did not have enough deer. This certainly gave the 
impression to the committee the current deer management program is accepted and 
working. The problem is, this survey was of the general public, 92% of which do not 
hunt, and certainly most do not comprehensively understand deer management, or 
particularly the social economic aspects of whitetail deer, How can a game management 
agency take, accept and present this survey as validating evidence for their deer 
management program? 

• One of the deer staff biologists recently authored an article titled "Enough" in the 
August edition of Game News, the official publication of the agency (Exhibit 13). 
Hunters were ridiculed and demeaned and compared to spoiled children. Sportsmen of 
this state do not deserve this disrespect, is this article not an indicator of an underlying 
attitude from this deer staff toward hunters and our tradition. Legislators this is another 
must read ... 

• To further identify hunters and social aspects are not part of the PGC deer management 
criteria, read Dr. Rosenberry's 2013 Antler-less Allocations and Supporting Information 
link on the PGC website (Exhibit 14), it identifies eight steps to determine doe 
allocations. The very first step is titled " do people want fewer deer" and again The 
Responsive Management general public survey is the barometer whether we need more 
deer. Additionally, all 8 steps make no mention of hunting or economics when 
determining doe allocations. This aspect again identifies this agencies incredible shift 
away from their Title 34 mandate and the license buying customer. 


